
A LIMITED COLLECTION OF 

Brilliant Brooches





Graceful and elegant with a distinct air of luxury, brooches possess 
the exceptional ability to make a personal statement in a delicate 

manner whilst transcending time and trends. 

Our collection draws inspiration from Her Majesty  
Queen Elizabeth II’s own seminal collection of brooches and pins. 

Rarely seen without a brooch pinned to her brightly coloured 
dresses and coats at her many public appearances, her breathtaking 

collection includes personal gifts and inherited family heirlooms 
that boasts the most stunning pieces on the planet. These exquisite 
jewels were not only elegant outfit adornments but also sentimental 

pieces steeped in incredible royal history. 

Our collection of brooches seeks to evoke the elegance, opulence 
and sophistication of the late monarch with its exquisite gemstones, 

delicate designs and impeccable craftsmanship.

Discover the collection at the SUEN boutique. 

A B O U T



The Richmond
N º 0 1

This diamond and pearl brooch features a 9.3mm Akoya pearl center 
with a 10mm Akoya pearl-drop surrounded by 275 sparkling round 
brilliant diamonds in an intricate foliate design set in 18k white gold. 



The Jubi lee 
N º 0 2

A lustrous 6mm Akoya pearl sits in the center of this brilliant 18k 
white gold brooch encrusted with 161 round brilliant diamonds and 

dangling elegantly beneath, a 10mm Akoya pearl.



The Adela ide 
N º 0 3

An heirloom-worthy piece, this antique-inspired design is comprised 
of a scintillating round brilliant center, six brilliants for the perimeter 
totaling 3.82 carats in 18k white gold and 108 small diamonds laid out 
in an intricate pattern set in 18k white and black rhodium plated gold.



The Bow
N º 0 4

Resembling a lively, naturalistic ribbon bow, this feminine and 
voluminous brooch is set with 78 rose cut diamonds in 18k white gold. 



Diamond Maple Leaf
N º 0 5

A mixture of rose cut, single cut and round brilliant diamonds create 
an exciting play of light, giving life to this maple leaf creation set  

in 18k white gold.



Turquoise F lower Brooch
N º 0 6

Turquoise flower brooch set with round brilliant diamonds  
in 18k white gold. 



The Circular  Brooch
N º 0 7

Circular brooch with round brilliant diamonds in 18k white gold.



The Bouquet
N º 0 8

Floral bouquet brooch with spessartite and diamonds in 18k white, 
rose and black rhodium plated gold.

Floral bouquet brooch with amethysts, tsavorite and diamonds in 
18k white and black rhodium plated gold.



Turquoise Ribbon
N º 0 9

Ribbon with a flower turquoise center with marquise turquoise and 
round brilliant diamonds in 18k white gold.



The Ribbon
N º 1 0

Ribbon brooch with baguette cut fancy sapphires with round brilliant 
diamonds in 18k rose and white gold.



The Seashel l
N º 1 1

Smooth curvatures of 18k yellow gold accented with 5 round 
brilliant diamonds.



The Camel l ia
N º 1 2

Sparkling rose cut and round brilliant diamonds in 18k white and 
black rhodium plated gold.



Double Butterf ly
N º 1 3

Brooch set with spessartite and round brilliant diamonds in
18k rose gold.



The Palm Leaf
N º 1 4

Pear-shaped, marquise cut and round brilliant diamonds totalling 
about 9.9 cts in 18k white gold.
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Discover the collection at the 

SUEN boutique.


